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Samsung SilverCare™ The Owner's Guide to Your Product Registration at www.samsung.com/global/registerCode No.: DC68-02291A-08_ENPage 2Features1.SilverCare™ Sanitization Winning Combination! Samsung's silver nanotechnology combines the disinfectant effect of silver with modern science for ultimate cleanliness. Two plates
of 99.9% pure silver are converted into silver ions using electrolysis. Even in cold, bleach-free water, silver particles remove 99.9% odorous bacteria for a super clean wash. So washing in cold water is energy efficient and best for your clothes. Extra great CapacityEven bulky clothes and blankets get super clean. Big 3.79 cu.ft. The capacity
leaves plenty of room for a more thorough, clean wash.3. High energy efficiency and water-saving washing with Samsung SilverCare™, even in cold water, disinfects the laundry thus saves 92% of the energy used compared to that with hot water sanitization.4. Direct Drive Inverter MotorThe power to handle anything! Our direct drive inverter
engine provides power directly to the van washer with variable speed, reversible engine. Without a direct drive belt, the engine generates a higher spin speed of 1200rpms for more efficient, quiet operation. The puck also has fewer moving parts, which means less repair. Woolmark CertifiedThe machine wash wool cycle on Samsung
SilverCare™ machines have been tested and passed the necessary Woolmark company specifications for wool-intensive products. The fabrics must be washed according to the instructions on the clothing label, as indicated by Woolmark and Samsung.Pedestal with storage boxes an additional 15 piedestal is available to enhance the washer
to facilitate loading and unloading. It also offers a built-in storage box that can hold 100 oz.bottle detergent.6. StackingWasher and dryer can be stowed for maximum use of space. Transcript for WA50F9A6D WA50F9A7D WA50F9A8D Washing Machine User Guide This guide is done with 100% recycled paper. Imagine the opportunity
Thank you for buying this Samsung product. To get more complete parts of the service or accessory, Please register your product or contact www.samsung.com/register 1-800-SAMSUNG (726-7864) F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 1 2013-1-23 16:48:42 key features of your new 1.Large Capacity Large
Capacity Even bulky clothing and get super clean blankets. The large power samsung washer ensures the room clothes are needed for more thorough, clean washing. 2.AquaJet™ AquaJet™ washes loads gently and more carefully than conventional top loaders. Sprayed water allows detergent distribute and penetrate the fabrics faster and
deeper. AquaJet™ provides improved cleanliness and advanced fabric care. 3.DD Motor Power handle anything! Our direct drive inverter engine provides power directly to the van washer with variable speed, reversible engine. Without a direct drive belt, the engine generates a higher speed for more efficient, quiet operation. The washer also
has fewer moving parts, which means less repair. 4. Fog showers a separate nozzle splashing water equally throughout the bath, so the rinse cycle is effective even with a little water. 5.VRT® (Vibration Reduction Technology) This Samsung is running smoothly at maximum spin speed, minimizing noise and vibration. 6.Eco Plus If you
choose this option, the water temperature will be slightly lower than during a normal wash course to save energy. 7.Clean Loop™ (Tub Cycle Cleaning) Clean the drum with one button! Pure Cycle is specifically designed to remove detergent residues and mud bulidoup in the bath, without the need for special chemical detergents. 8.My Cycle
is a handy feature that allows you to keep the often used course of washing. Once this is installed, you can do the wash by simply clicking on the power, my loop, and start the buttons in sequence. 9.Smart Care Samsung Smart Care, an automatic bug monitoring system, detects and diagnoses problems early on and provides quick and
simple solutions. 10. Sanitize (WA50F9A8D) When choosing an NSF-certified ed Sanitize cycle, the water is heated to an additional high temperature and removes 99.9% of some bacteria commonly found on clothing, bedding or towels. This certificate is awarded to NSF International, an independent party, by verifying and certifying the
cation of the organization. Please check the clothing care label to avoid damage to your clothes. Only disinfectant cycles have been designed to meet the requirements of this protocol for disinfection efficiency. NSF Protocol P172 Sanitary Execution Residential and Commercial, Family Size Washing Machine Clothing 2 Key Features of Your
New Washer F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 2 2013-1-23 16:48:42 Safety Information Congratulations on the new Samsung washer. This guide provides important information about the installation, use and care of your device. Please take the time to read this guide to take full advantage of the many
advantages and features of your washer. What you need to know about warning security instructions and important security instructions in this guide does not cover all possible conditions and situations that may arise. It is your responsibility to use common sense, caution and care when maintenance and operation of the washer. Important
Safety Symbols and Precautions What badges and signs in this user manual means: Dangers or unsafe practices that can lead to severe injury or death. WARNING WARNING To reduce the decrease risk of fire, explosion, electric shock or injury when using a washer, follow these basic precautions: dangers or unsafe practices that can
cause minor bodily harm or property damage. Don't try. Don't take it apart. Don't touch. Follow the instructions explicitly. Turn off the socket from the socket. Make sure the machine is grounded to prevent electric shock. Call the service center for help. Note that these warning icons are here to prevent injury for you and others. Please contact
them clearly. After reading this section, keep it in a safe place for future links. Read all the instructions before using the device. Save THESE INSTRUCTIONS Safety Information No. 3 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 3 2013-1-23 16:48:42 Safety Information WARNING: To reduce the risk of fire, electric
shock or injury to people when using your device, follow basic precautions including: 1. Read all instructions and use the device before using the device. 2. Do not wash or dry items that have been previously cleaned, washed, soaked, or spotted with gasoline, dry-cleaning solvents, other flammable or explosives as they secrete vapors that
can ignite or explode. 3. Don't let children play on or in the device. When using the device next to children, close to children, close to children, close supervision of children is necessary. 4. Before the device is decommissioned or discarded, remove the lid of the washing or drying compartment. 5. Do not reach for the instrument if the drum is
moving. 6. Do not install or store this device where it will be exposed to weather conditions. 7. Not forging controls. 8. Do not repair or replace any part of the appliance or attempt any maintenance if it is specifically recommended in user service instructions or in published repair instructions that you understand and have the skills to perform.
9. Do not add petrol, dry cleaners or other flammable or explosives to the washing water. These substances stick out vapors that can ignite or explode. 10. Under certain conditions, hydrogen gas can be produced in a hot water system that has not been used for 2 weeks or more. HYDROGEN GAS IS EXPLOSIVE. If the hot water system
has not been used for 2 weeks or more, before using a washer or a combined washer dryer, turn on all hot water taps and let the water flow out of each for a few minutes. This will release any accumulated hydrogen gas. Time. California Proposition 65 Warnings: WARNING California's Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act
requires the Governor of California to publish a list of substances known in the state of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm, and requires businesses to warn of potential exposure impacts Substances. This product contains a chemical known to the state of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other
reproductive harm. This device can cause low-level exposure to some of these substances, including benzene, formaldehyde and carbon monoxide. THESE INSTRUCTIONS 4 Safety Information F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 4 2013-1-23 16:48:42 WARNING CRITICAL WARNING Connect the power cord
to AC 120 V/60 Hz/wall socket rated at 15 Hz or above. Use an outlet only for this device. Also, don't use an extension cord. - Sharing an outlet with other appliances, using a power band or extending the power cord can cause electric shock or fire. Do not use an electric transformer. This can lead to electric shock or fire. - Make sure the
voltage, frequency and current are consistent with the product specifications. Otherwise, it can cause an electric shock or fire. Install this device with a qualified specialist or service company. - Otherwise, it can lead to electric shock, fire, explosion, problems with the product or injuries. Remove all foreign substances such as dust or water
from power forks terminals and contact points using dry cloth on a regular basis. - Turn off the power plug and clean it with a dry cloth. - Otherwise, it can lead to electric shock or fire. Connect the socket to the socket in the right direction so that the cord goes to the floor. - If you connect the socket to the socket in the opposite direction, the
electrical wires in the cable can be damaged, and this can lead to an electric shock or fire. This device must be properly grounded. Do not ground the device on a gas pipe, a plastic water pipe or a telephone line. - Incorrect grounding can cause electric shock, fire, explosion or problems with the product - Never connect the power cord to an
outlet that is not grounded properly. Make sure the outlet used is grounded in accordance with local and national codes. Do not install this device next to a heater or flammable material. Do not install this device in a damp, oily or dusty place, or in a place exposed to direct sunlight or water (raindrops). Do not install this device in a place where
the gas can flow. - This can lead to an electric shock or fire. Plug the power plug into the socket firmly. Do not use a damaged power plug, a damaged power cord or a free socket. -- This can lead to electric shock or fire. Do not pull or over-bend the power cord. Do not twist or tie the power cord. Don't get caught. Power over a metal object,
place a heavy object on a power cord, insert a power cord between objects or press the power cord into the space behind the appliance. -- This can lead to electric shock or fire. Don't pull the power cord when power is cut off - Turn off the power connector by holding the plug. - Otherwise, it can lead to electric shock or fire. If a power plug or
power cord is damaged, contact your nearest service center. THESE INSTRUCTIONS safety information No. 5 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 5 2013-1-23 16:48:42 safety information CAUTION INSTALLATIONS Position device so that the fork is easily accessible. - Otherwise, it can cause an electric shock
or fire due to a power leak. Set the device on a level and hard floor that can maintain its weight. - Otherwise, it can lead to abnormal vibrations, noise or problems with the product. Turn off the power connector when the device is not in use for long periods of time or during a thunderstorm/lightning. - Otherwise, it can lead to electric shock or
fire. WARNING CRITICAL USAGE WARNINGS If the device is flooded, cut off power immediately and contact the nearest service center. If the device makes a strange noise, smell of fire or smoke, immediately turn off the socket and contact the nearest service center. - Otherwise, it can lead to electric shock or fire. In the event of a gas leak
(e.g. propane gas, LP gas, etc.), ventilate the area immediately. Do not turn the device or light on or off. - Do not use a fan for ventilation. - The spark can cause an explosion or fire. Do not wash items contaminated with gasoline, kerosene, benzene, thinner paint, alcohol or other flammable or explosives. This can cause an electric shock, fire
or explosion. Don't force the puck cover to open while the puck is running (high-temperature wash/drying/spinning). - Water flowing from the washer can cause burns or lead to a slippery floor. This can lead to injuries. - Forcing the lid open can damage the product or cause injury. Make sure to remove the packaging (sponge, Styrofoam)
attached to the bottom of the washer before using it. Don't put your hand under the puck. -It can lead to injuries. THESE INSTRUCTIONS 6 F900A safety information WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 6 2013-1-23 16:48:42 Do not touch the outlet with wet hands. -- This can lead to electrocution. Do not turn off the
device by disabling the power plug while the washer is working. - Connecting the plug to the socket can cause a spark again and cause an electric shock or fire. Keep all packaging materials within children's reach, as packaging materials can be dangerous for children. - If a child thuts a bag over his head, he may suffocate. Do not let
children or infirm people use this puck unattended. Otherwise, it may electric shocks, burns or injuries. Do not insert a hand or metal object under the puck while it is working. -It can lead to injuries. Don't try to repair, repair, or change the device yourself. - Do not use a fuse (e.g. Cooper, steel wire, etc.) other than a standard fuse. If you need
to repair or reinstall the device, contact your nearest service center. - Otherwise, it can lead to electric shock, fire, problems with the product or injuries. If a foreign substance, such as water, enters the appliance in any area other than the bathtub, turn off the power outlet and contact the nearest service center. - Otherwise, it can lead to
electric shock or fire. If the water hose comes out of the faucet and fills the appliance, turn off the socket. - Otherwise, it can lead to electric shock or fire. CAUTION USAGE CAUTIONS If the washer is contaminated with a foreign substance such as detergent, dirt, food waste, etc., turn off the power plug and clean the washer with a damp,
soft cloth. - Failure to do so can lead to discoloration, deformation, damage or rust. The clear part of the lid can be broken by a strong blow. Take care when using the washer. - If the clear part is cracked or broken, it can lead to injury. After a water supply failure or when the water hose is reconnected, open the faucet slowly. Open the faucet
slowly after a long period of unus. - Air pressure in a water hose or water pipe can damage part or leak water. If there is a drain error during the operation, check for a leak problem. - If the washer is used when it is flooded due to a problem with the drained, it can lead to an electric shock or fire due to a power leak. Don't put your hand under
the puck. -It can lead to injuries. Save THESE INSTRUCTIONS safety information No. 7 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 7 2013-1-23 16:48:42 safety information Insert laundry in the washing room completely, so that the laundry does not get into the lid. - If the laundry gets into the lid, it can damage the
laundry or washer, or lead to a leak of water. Make sure the faucet is off when the washer is not in use. - Make sure that the water hose connectors are properly tightened. - Otherwise, it may cause damage to property or injury. Open the faucet and check if the water hose connector is firmly tightened and that there is no water leak before
using the product. - If the water hose connectors are free, it can lead to water leakage. Do not stand on top of the device or place on the device items (such as laundry, lit candles, lit cigarettes, utensils, chemicals, metal objects, etc.). - This can lead to electric shocks, fire, product problems or injuries. Don't work with the device with wet
hands. - can cause an electric shock. Do not spray volatile materials, such as insecticides, on the surface of the device. -- In addition to being harmful to humans, he can cause an electric shock, fire or product problems. Do not unpack the object generated by the electromagnetic field next to the washer. - This can lead to injury due to a
malfunction. Since water drained during the high-temperature wash or drying cycle is hot, do not touch the water. - This can lead to burns or injuries. Do not wash, spin, or dry waterproof seats, mats, or clothing. - Do not wash thick, hard mats, even if the marking of the wash is on the care label. This can cause injury or damage to the washer,
walls, floor or clothing due to abnormal vibrations. Items do not wash: Woolen bedding, rain caps, fishing vests, ski pants, sleeping bags, diaper covers, sweat suits, and bike, motorcycle, car covers, etc. do not operate the washer when the detergent dispenser is removed. - This can lead to electric shock or injury due to water leakage. Do not
insert the hand into the detergent dispenser after opening it. - This can lead to injury as your hand can be caught. Save THESE INSTRUCTIONS 8 Safety Information F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 8 2013-1-23 16:48:42 Do not notice any items not laundry, such as shoes, food waste, or animals in washing
in the washer. - This can cause abnormal vibrations that can damage the washer and, in the case of pets, lead to serious injury or death. Do not press the buttons with sharp objects such as pins, knives, nails, etc. - this can lead to electric shock or injury. Do not wash underwear contaminated with oils, creams or lotions usually found in skin
care shops or massage clinics. - This can cause the rubber seal to deform and leak water. Do not leave metal objects (protective pins, hair pins, etc.) or bleach in the bath for long periods of time. - This can lead to the rust of the bath. - If rust appears on the surface of the bath, apply a neutral cleanser to the surface and use a sponge to clean
it. Never use a metal brush. Do not use a dry cleaner detergent directly or do not wash, rinse, or spin laundry contaminated with dry cleaner detergent. - This can lead to spontaneous combustion or fire due to heat from oil oxidation. Do not use hot water from water cooling/heating devices. - This can lead to problems with the puck. Do not
use natural handwashing soap in the washing machine. - If it hardens and accumulates inside the washer, it can cause product problems, discoloration, rust, or bad smell. Don't wash large laundry items such as bedding in the washing grid. - Failure to do so can lead to injuries due to abnormal - Place smaller items, such as lace socks and
underwear, in the washing grid. Do not use hardened detergents. - If it accumulates inside the washer, it can lead to water leakage. Do not wash toss carpets or mats. - If you wash toss carpets or mats, sand will accumulate inside the washer. This can lead to errors, such as Drain. WARNING CRITICAL CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS Do not
clean the device by spraying water directly on it. Do not use strong acid detergents. Do not use benzene, thinner or alcohol to clean the appliance. - This can lead to discoloration, deformation, damage, electric shock or fire. Before cleaning or maintenance, disconnect the appliance from the socket. - Otherwise, it can lead to electric shock or
fire. THESE INSTRUCTIONS Safety Information No.9 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 9 2013-1-23 16:48:43 Contents of Puck Installation 11 Unboxing Washer 11 Review of Your Washer 12 Basic Location Requirements 12Electric 12Grounding 12Water 13 Drain Object 13Flooring 13 Location
considerations 13 Alcove or cabinet installation 14 Necessary sizes to install 14 Important note to install operating instructions 18 Loading washer 18 Start 11 18 19 wash load laundry maintenance your washer 28 troubleshooting 31 35 app 19 Review Control Panel 21 Children's Lock - 22Signal 22Garment 22 My Cycle 22 Delay Start 23 Pre
Soak 23AquaJetTM 23 Eco Plus 23 Mist Showers 23 Smart Care 24 Washing Clothes Using The 25 Detergent Selector Cycle use 25Features 28 28 28 29 30 Cleaning External Cleaning Interior Storage Your Washer Saving The Top Cover and Front Frame Cleaning Dispensers Clean CycleTM 31 Check these solutions If your puck ... 33
Information Codes 35 Tissue Care Chart 36 Cycle Chart 39 Environment Assistance 39 Declaration Of Compliance 39Specification 10 Contents F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 10 2013-1-23 16:48:43 Installation of puck unpacking puck delivery to unpacking the puck and check it for damage. Make sure you
get all the items shown below. If your washer was damaged during delivery, or you don't have all the items, contact 1-800-SAMSUNG (1-800-726-7864). WARNING Packaging materials can be dangerous for children; Keep all packaging material (plastic bags, polystyrene, etc.) within reach of children. Review your washer control panel with a
Lid 01 drainage hose fitting the washer to prevent injury or deformation by wearing protective gloves when lifting or carrying the device. The Power Cord Adjustable Foot Parts comes hose guide User manual book Plastic zip hose tie Flat screwdriver Level Water intake cover Water-hot hoses Tools needed wrench installation of the washer
No 11 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 11 F900A 11 2013-1-23 16:48:44 Installation of the washer Basic Location Requirements Electric No. 120 Volt 60 Hz 15 AMP Fuse or Circuit Switch - Individual Circuit Branch serving only your washer is recommended. Your puck is equipped with a cord CAREFUL
NEVER USE AN EXTENSION CORD. The grounding of the Electrical GroundING IS REQUIRED FOR THIS WORLD. This device is a device be grounded. In the event of a malfunction or breakdown, grounding will reduce the risk of electric shock, providing the path of least resistance to electric current. This device is equipped with a power
cord equipped with a three-step fork for use in a properly installed and grounded socket. The fork must be connected to the appropriate socket, which is properly installed and grounded in accordance with all local codes and regulations. WARNING An incorrectly connected equipment ground conductor can increase the risk of electric shock.
Contact a qualified electrician or military personnel if you are unsure whether the appliance is properly grounded. Do not change the plug provided by the device - if it does not fit the socket, they installed a proper outlet of a qualified electrician. IMPORTANT SAFETY PRECAUTIONS - To prevent unnecessary fire risk, electric shock or injury,
all wiring and grounding must be made in accordance with the National Electric Code ANSI/FNPA, No. 70 Recent changes and local codes and regulations. The owner of the device is personally responsible for providing adequate electrical maintenance of this device. BE CAREFUL NEVER TO CONNECT A DIRT WIRE TO PLASTIC
WATER LINES, GAS LINES OR HOT WATER PIPES. Water To properly fill the washer in the proper amount of time, water pressure from 20 to 116psi (137 to 800kPa) is required. Water pressure of less than 20 psi can cause the water valve to fail, or may not allow the water valve to disconnect completely, or may extend the filling time for
what your puck controls allow, causing your washer to shut off. The time limit is built into the controls to prevent flooding in your home if the hose becomes loose. Water taps must be within 4 feet/122 cm from the back of your washer to match the input hoses provided with the washer. Accessory hoses for inputs are available in various
lengths up to 10 feet /275 cm for faucets that are further away from the back of your washer. To avoid the possibility of water damage: you have water taps easily accessible - Turn off the taps when the washer is not in use. Check periodically if there are any leaks from the hose fittings for the water water water hose. WARNING TO CHECK
ALL THE COMPOUNDS ON THE WATER VALVE AND THE FAUCET FOR LEAKS. 12 Installation of the F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 12 2013-1-23 16:48:44 Drain facility The recommended standpipe height is 39 in / 99 cm. The drainage hose must be routed through a drainage hose clamp to the stand
pipe. The rack should be large enough to take the outer diameter of the hose drainage. The drainage hose is attached to the washer Factory. For better performance, you have to install the washer on a solidly built floor. Wooden floors may need to be reinforced to minimize vibration and/or unbalanced load situations. Carpeting and soft tile
surfaces contribute to the vibration, which can cause your puck to move a bit during the spin cycle. Never place the puck on the platform or a loosely supported design. Location considerations 01 installing the puck floor do not install the washer in areas where the water may freeze, as your washer will always retain water in its water valve,
pump, and hose areas. Frozen water can damage belts, pumps, hoses and other components. Alcove or Cabinet Installation MINIMUM CLEARANCES FOR CLOSET AND ALCOVE INSTALLATIONS: Sides - 1 in/25 mm cabinet front - 2 in / 51 mm Rear - 6 in / 152 mm gap between the end of the water valve and the top wall - 21 in / 533
mm - Case 1. Assembling a power hose after installation: More than 3.9 inches (10 cm). Case 2. Collect the power hose before installation: More than 2.8 inches (7cm). If the washer and dryer are installed together, the front of the cupboard should have at least 72 in 2 (465 cm2) unobstructed air hole. Your washer itself does not require a
specific air hole. B 1st (2.5 cm) 21 inches (53.3 cm) Case 1. 3.9 inches (10 cm). Case 2. 2.8 inches (7 cm). 1 inch (2.5 cm) 27.0 inches (68.6 cm) 27.0 inches (68.6 cm) 1 inch (2.5 cm) 2 inches (5.1 cm) 29.3 in (74.4 cm) 6 in (15.2 cm) A. Recessed area B. Side view - closet or limited area, installing washer No.13 F900A
WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 13 2013-1-23 16:48:45 installation of your washer Required sizes to install 29.3 in (74.4 cm) 43.9 in (111.4 cm) ) 39.3 inches (99.9 cm) 43.9 inches (111.9 cm) 4 cm) 29.3 inches (74.4 cm) 27.0 inches (68.6 cm) 3 inches (7.6 cm) 48 inches 2 (310 cm) 58. 1 in (147.5 cm) 24 inches 24



inches (155 cm2) Wardrobe or door Required distance of 3 inches (7.6 cm) It is important to note that installer Please read the following instructions carefully before installing the washer. These instructions should be retained for future references. We recommend that you hire a professional to install this washer. Install a Flow Chart
Removing Shipping Bolts (Drums Only) Choice Places Water Connection and Runoff Running Test Cycle Running (Rinse-Spin) with a small amount of laundry (about 4'5 Towels) Adjustment leg alignment does the laundry machine vibrate? No power washing machine Start Calibration Mode Finish installation Yes Please check again before
stepping. STEP 1 Choosing a place before installing the washer, make sure the location: Away from direct sunlight. It has adequate ventilation. Not exposed to freezing temperatures (temperature below 32 degrees Fahrenheit or 0 degrees Celsius). It is away from heat sources such as oil or gas. 14 Installation of the F900A
WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 14 2013-1-23 16:48:45 STEP 2 Water connection and drain connection water supply WARNING When you initially install the washer, be sure to use new hoses. Otherwise it can cause water leakage or overflow and may damage your property. Don't plug a few water hoses together
to increase the length of the power hose. The hoses connected in this way can leak and the leak can cause an electrical shock. If the hose is too short, replace the hose with a longer high-pressure hose. Connection of the rubber washer 1. Connect the ends of water hoses to HOT and COLD cranes. Cold hot 2. Tighten the fittings by hand
until they are snug, then tighten their extra two-thirds turn with a wrench. CAUTION 01 Installing a CAUTION washer Before installing water hoses, make sure there are rubber pads inside the fittings at both ends of each new water hose. Installing water hoses without rubber pads can cause water to leak. When attaching fittings, do not fasten
them too tightly or apply tape or sealant on faucets or water intakes. This can damage the fittings. Once you have plugged the water hoses to the taps, make sure they are connected properly by pulling the water hoses down 3. Place the unconnected ends of the hoses in the bucket and open the taps connected to the two water hoses for 10
or 15 seconds to remove any other substances from the hoses. Close the taps before proceeding. 4. Connect the ends of the water hoses to the water intake at the back of the washer. WARNING water hose connected to hot tap must be connected to a hot water intake and a water hose connected to the COLD faucet must be connected to
the COLD water intake. 5. Tighten the fittings by hand until they are snug and then tighten them for another two-thirds turn with a wrench. To ensure proper water use, connect both hot and cold water faucets. If one or both are not related, there may be a nF error (without filling). If you don't want to use a hot water hose, insert the water intake
lid into the HOT water intake hole. In this case, you need to choose the Tap Cold option for the water temperature. If you choose tap Cold, all water temperature lamps are off. If the hoses are twisted or bent, the hoses can leak and cause an electric current due to water leakage. 6. Turn on the hot and cold water supply and check all water
intake connections and taps for water leakage. Installation of the washer No. 15 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 15 2013-1-23 16:48:47 Installation of the washer Connection drainage hose The connection drain hose can be rinsed in three ways: At the edge of the pool for washing Safe guide to the side Wall
with a hook or to the faucet with a piece of string to prevent the drain hose from moving. In the dressing room or laundry bath laundry bath standpipe should be no shorter than 39 in (99 cm) and no more than 96 in (245 cm). Make sure the link between the drainage hose and the stand-off is not airtight. Stand pipe hose fixer 96 Max 39 Min 39
Min (99 cm) Tie belt STEP 3 Leveling puck Watch if the puck is level, checking the position of the bathtub: 1. Slide the puck into position. Pulsator 2. Open the lid of the washer and pour the water into the bathtub just below the pulsator level. Loosen Lock Adjustable Feet (three) 3. If the puck is at the level, the pulsator is located in the center
of the water, as shown in the picture. If not, level the puck by turning the front legs leveling clockwise or counterclockwise as needed. Turn the front legs leveling clockwise to lift the puck, and counterclockwise to lower the puck. 16 installation of the F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 16 2013-1-23 16:48:47
STEP 4 Power of your washer Your washer is grounded through the third prong of the power cord when connected to three prongs of a grounded electrical outlet. Test run Make sure you set the washing machine correctly by running the Rinse-Spin cycle after the installation is complete. STEP 5 Running Test Cycle 01 installation washer
Connect the power cord into a 3-toothed, well grounded 120 volt 60 Hz approved electrical socket protected by a 15-amp fuse or a comparable circuit switch. Start the test cycle as follows to see if your washer is set correctly. 1. Load about 6 pounds of laundry into the bathtub. 2. Press the power button to turn on the puck. 3. Select the Rinse
and Spin loop by turning the loop selector. 4. Tap the Start/Pause button to start the test cycle. 5. The puck should not sway or vibrate excessively when water is fed either when washing or spinning, and should drain well during the rotation cycle. If the water flows during the supply or draining of water, check the water supply. For
instructions, please refer to the Water and Drain Connection section on pages 15 to 16. If the puck rocks and vibrates excessively, level the puck again. Check the puck level section on page 16 for instructions. STEP 6 Calibration mode Your Samsung washing machine detects the weight of your laundry automatically. For more accurate
weight detection, please start calibration mode after installation. To perform calibration mode, follow these steps: 1. Remove the underwear or any contents in the machine. 2. Click Start Delay and Temp., then click the Power button. The car's on. 3. Tap the Start/Pause button to activate calibration mode. 4. The pulsator rotates clockwise
and counterclockwise for about 1 minute. 5.Cal calibration mode Finished, the end appears on the display, and the machine automatically shuts down. The washing machine is ready for use. installation of the puck No.17 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 17 2013-1-23 16:48:47 Instructions FOR WARNING: To
reduce the risk of fire, Electric shocks, or injuries to people when using your appliance, follow basic precautions, including the following: Loading the washer - you can fill the tub with dry, extended clothing, but no OVERLOAD bathroom, no more than 3/4 full. Overload can reduce the effectiveness of washing, cause excess wear and possibly
cause cremation or wrinkle load. Wash delicate items such as bras, hosiery and other lingerie in the Delicates/Hand Wash cycle with similar lightweight items. When washing large bulky items or a few small items that don't fill the bath completely - a carpet, pillow, soft toys, or one or two sweaters, for example - add a few towels to improve the
performance of the spin. Don't insert bulky items, except for bedding in this cycle. During the rotation cycle, the washer can add extra water to redistribute clothing and correct the imbalance inside the drum. When washing heavily contaminated loads, do not overload the puck to ensure good cleaning results. To add a forgotten item: 1. Click
Start/Pause to pause the puck. 2. Wait until the door opens automatically and then open the door. 3. Add an item, close the door, and then press the Start/Pause button. The cycle will resume. Start 1. Load your puck. 2. Add liquid (or powder) detergent and additives to the dispenser (see pages 25-27). 3. Select the appropriate cycle and load
options (see page 19-24). 4. Close the lid. 5. Click Start/Pause. 6. The light of the wash indicator illuminates. 7. The estimated time of the cycle will appear on the display. Time may fluctuate to better indicate the time remaining in the cycle. The actual time required for the cycle may differ from the estimated time on display depending on the
water pressure, water temperature, detergent and laundry. 8. Before your washer starts to fill up, it will make a series of clicking noises to check the door lock and make a quick drain. When the loop is complete, the door lock light will go off and the end will appear on the display. Pressing the Power button cancels the loop and stops the puck.
During these parts of the cycle, the Wash, Rinse, and Spin lights will be illuminated. 18 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 18 2013-1-23 16:48:48 wash load laundry control panel review WA5 0F9A8D 2 6 3 4 5 6 7 03 laundry washing load 1 8 WA50F9A7D WA50F9A6D Select appropriate cycle for type The
selected loop determines the fall pattern and the speed of rotation for the cycle. Who to who shrivelling underwear, select the cycle of the Permian press. 1 Cycle Selector Normal - For most fabrics including cotton, linen, and usually contaminated clothing. Heavy debt - For durable, colorfast fabrics and heavily contaminated clothing. Colors /
Dark - For the bright or dark color of everyday clothing. Towels - For bath towels, washcloths and mats. Infant clothing - For a normally stained baby/children wear, small clothes. Deep Clean (WA50F9A7D) - High-temperature washing and extra rinses for heavily contaminated clothing. Sanitize (WA50F9A8D) - For heavily contaminated,
colored clothing. Bedding - For bulky items such as blankets and sheets. When you wash the comforters, use a liquid detergent. Pure CycleTM - Use to clean dirt and bacteria from the drum. Regular use (after every 20 washes) is recommended. No detergent or bleach is required (see page 30). Permian press - for washing and wear,
synthetic fabrics and lightly for usually contaminated clothing. Active Wear - Use this cycle to wash exercise clothing such as sports T-shirts, sweatpants, shirts/tops and other performance clothing. This cycle ensures the effective removal of soil with gentle action for special tissue care. Washing loads laundry No 19 F900A
WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 19 2013-1-23 16:48:49 wash loads laundry Delicatessen / Hand Wash - For clean fabrics, bras, linen, silk, and other fabrics just for hand washing. Use a liquid detergent for best results. Wool (WA50F9A7D/8D) - for machine-intensive wool. Loads should be under 8 pounds. For best
results, we recommend a load of 4.4 pounds or less. The wool cycle washes the laundry, moving the wash drum horizontally to preserve the characteristics of the wool fi bers and prevent damage to the fabric. He then stops for a while to the laundry to soak in the water. This pause in the Wool cycle is normal. We recommend using a neutral
detergent to prevent tissue damage and improve washing results. Fast wash - For lightly contaminated clothing you need quickly. Spin - Water merges and rotates at high speed. Rinse your back - Use for loads that need rinsing only or add a rinse added fabric softener to the load. The display provides instructions and diagnostics while
keeping you up to date with the state of the cycle and the remaining time. The temperature selection button Click several times to cycle through different water temperature options. Extra Hot (WA50F9A8D) - Heavily contaminated, colored items. Available only with the Sanitize cycle. Hot - white and heavily contaminated, colorfast elements.
Warm - Colorfast items. Eco Warm - Contaminated, colored objects; Most wrinkle-free items. Cold - brightly colored, very slightly contaminated objects. Tap Cold - Cold water without the addition of warm water. 4 Spin Choice Button Click several times to cycle through different spin speed options. Extra High - Removes more water from
loads during spin. High - Use for T-shirts, jeans and strong cottons. Medium - Use for jeans, no wrinkles or wash and wear items, and synthetics. Low - Use for delicate items in need of slow spin speed. No spin - Drain your puck without spinning. Use for extremely delicate items that can't stand any spin. 5 Soil level selection button Click to
select soil level/washing time. Heavy - For heavily contaminated loads. Normal - For moderately contaminated loads. This option is best for most loads. Light - For lightly contaminated loads. 6 Choose the cycle option Click on these buttons to select different cycle options. AquaJetTM Deep Clean - Improve washing performance through the
longer-acting AquaJet spray. The water level can be adjusted. AquaJetTM Delicate Wash (WA50F9A7D/8D) - Minimize the effect of the pulsator, rinse only spray and drum rotation, improve tissue protection. Signal (WA50F9A6D) - Click to turn the signal on or off (callback). Eco Plus - To increase energy savings on washing cycles. (Less hot
water intake) My cycle - Click and hold for 3 seconds to save. Create and/or use a cycle that you create with individual temperature, spin, soil level, option, etc. The hour displayed indicates the start time of the washing. Fabric Softener - Add extra rinse at the end of the cycle to more thoroughly remove laundry supplements and perfume.
Additional rinse - Change the spray rinse mode to deep rinse and rinse mode again. Pre-soak - Remove the stains more thoroughly, specifying extra time. 7 Start/pause choice button Click to pause and restart cycles. 8 Power Button Tap once to turn on the puck. Click again to turn off the puck. If the puck stays for more than 10 minutes
without any buttons touched, the power automatically shuts down. 2 3 20 wash load laundry F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 20 2013-1-23 16:48:49 Children's Lock Children's Lock prevents children from playing with the puck. Activating the child lock function - When the child's lock function is activated, the
baby lock lamp flashes. With Child Lock, if the cover is open when the Child Lock function works, ds is displayed and an alarm sounds. If the lid is closed while ds is displayed, the alarm sounds stop and the information code turns from ds to CL. If the water level in the bathtub is above the safe water level, the LED display displays ds, and the
washing machine begins to drain the water with force after 30 seconds. If the bath's water level is above the safe water level and Child Lock is on until Open, the CL is displayed on the LED display, even if the power of the washing machine is turned off and the washing machine merges with the water force. 03 washing Laundry Push and
Hold Temp Buttons. and Spin at the same time for about 3 seconds. Even if the power of the washing machine is turned off if the lid is open, while the water level in the bath is above the water level of the discharge, the CL is displayed on the LED display without an alarm and the washing machine begins to drain the water. When the
drainage operation ends, the power automatically shuts down again. After a mandatory drain, the CL code display flashes at 1 second intervals and the product enters CL mode. (When the product is in CL mode, only the power button works.) To undo CL, you need to turn off the power and then turn it on again. To undo ds by disabling the
Child Lock feature. To disable the Child Lock feature, click and hold the Temp buttons. and Spin simultaneously for at least 3 seconds. Adding laundry when the tea lock is on - To add laundry, deactivate the child's locking function. To disable the Child Lock feature, click and hold the Temp buttons. and Spin simultaneously for at least 3
seconds. For more information, see page 24 Of the Pause. Deactivate the Child Lock function Click and hold the Temp buttons. and Spin at the same time for about 3 seconds. When disabling the child's lock function, the Child Lock function is turned off - the Child Lock function prevents the accidental operation of the washer and the injury to
infirm children or infirm children. WARNING - If a child enters the washing machine, the child may be trapped and suffocated. Once the Child Lock function is activated, it continues to work even if the power is turned off. To add a laundry after the child's Lock function is activated, you must first suspend or disable the Child Lock function.
Laundry Load No. 21 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 21 2013-1-23 16:48:49 Wash Load Laundry Signal Off feature can be selected during all courses. Clothes can be added or taken out of the laundry even after the washing has begun, until the light of the Garment. Pressing the Start/Pause button opens
the lid. If you open the lid and want to continue the wash cycle, close the lid and then press the Start/Pause button. If you've activated the Child Lock, you should turn it off first. See page 21. My cycle allows you to save the custom wash cycle (temperature, spin, soil level, etc.) and then recall and use it with a single convenience button. To
save the loop and selected settings as My Cycle, follow these steps: 1. Click the power button. 2. Select the loop with the loop selector. 3. Once you've selected the cycle, set each option. See the Cycle Chart on page 36 and 37 for available options with each 4. Then you can store your chosen loop and settings by pressing and holding the
My Cycle button for longer than 3 seconds. The cycle and options you choose will be displayed the next time you choose My Cycle. 5. Click My Cycle to download and use saved My Cycle settings. My cycle will indicate activation. In addition, the chosen course and option lights will flicker. You can change the My Cycle settings by repeating
the process above. The last saved settings will be displayed the next time you choose My Cycle. If you click My Cycle and release it within 3 seconds, you'll see a previously saved course and options. If you click and hold My Cycle for 3 seconds or longer, the current set course and options are saved and the LED flashes for 3 seconds. Delay
Start You can install the washing machine to start washing automatically at a later time by selecting the delay time. The hour displayed indicates the start time of the washing. 1. Set a wash course. 2. Press the Delay Start button again until the delay time is set. 3. Click Start/Pause. The Delay Start indicator will be lit and the clock will start
counting until the set time is reached. 4. To undo The Delay Start, press the power button and then turn on the washing machine again. 22 wash loads of laundry F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 22 2013-1-23 16:48:49 Pre Soak AquaJetTM Featuring a strong spray and water recycling detergent produced by
the AquaJet pump™, the wash can be more gentle and thorough than the usual upper loaders. - AquaJet™ Deep Clean: If You Choose Deep Clean AquaJet™ Deep Clean Mode, your washing performance can be further improved by adding action spray. Adequate water can be provided by adjusting the water level. - AquaJet™ Delicate
Wash: Control the pulsator action to a minimum, wash delicate fabrics through water spray and spin the drum in order to minimize damage to the fabric. When washing delicate fabrics, if you pay a lot of attention to washing power, choose the Delicates/Hand Wash cycle; If a lot of attention is paid to tissue care, choose AquaJet™ Delicate
Wash. AquaJetTM Deep Clean AquaJetTM Delicate Wash Normal, Heavy Debt, Permian Press, Colors/Dark, Active Wear, Towels, Baby Clothes, Deep Clean (WA50F9A7D) , Rinse Spin available not available bedding, Clean CycleTM, Sanitize (WA50F9A8D), wool, quick wash, spin, not available delicacies/hand washing are not available
03 washing load - If you choose this feature, the total cycle time increases by 15 minutes. - When the Pre Soak cycle begins, the washing machine repeats the washing cycle after the water supply, and then A 15-minute soaking cycle. - When the Pre Soak cycle is complete, the customized wash cycle begins without draining the water. Eco
Plus This feature sets some temperature, which is lower than the typical wash cycle and extends the washing time a bit. With laundry time lightly extended, you can maintain the same level of washing performance with cooler water. This feature reduces energy consumption and supports the quality of washing. Fog Shower Shower Shower
sprays water from the nozzle, which does not depend on the main water supply system. This absorbs laundry with water from the beginning of the washing cycle and provides effective washing even with a little water. (The Fog Shower function may not work if there are too many laundries.) Smart Care This feature allows you to check the
condition of the washing machine with your smartphone. 1. To enable Smart Care, press and hold the soil level key for 3 seconds after power is turned on or if the power is wrong. The history of the error code is deleted after this feature is used. 2. Smart Care lights up on display. 3. Start smart care on your smartphone. Smart Care is
optimized for the Galaxy S, Galaxy S2, iPhone 4 and iPhone 4S. 4. Focus your smartphone's camera on the washing machine display panel. 5. If the smartphone camera is focused on the washing machine display panel, the panel and error message are automatically recognized, and the type of error and countermeasures are displayed on
the smartphone. Laundry Load No. 23 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 23 2013-1-23 16:48:49 wash load laundry 6. If your smartphone doesn't recognize the error code more than twice, enter the error code displayed on the washer display bar manually into the Smart Care app. Download the Smart Care app
- Download the Samsung Laundry App to your mobile phone from the Android market or Apple App Store. (Search word : Samsung Smart Washer /Dryer) Precautions when using Smart Care - If the light from the light bulb, fluorescent lamp or lamp is reflected on the washing machine display panel, the smartphone may not be able to
recognize the panel or the error message easily. If you hold your smartphone at too large an angle relative to the front of the display, it may not be able to recognize the error code. For best results, hold your smartphone so that the front of the panel and smartphone are parallel or almost parallel. Washing clothes using the loop selector Your
new washing machine makes washing clothes easy using Samsung Fuzzy Control automatic control system. When choosing a washing program, the machine will set the correct temperature, washing time and washing speed. 1. Click the power button. 2. Open the lid. 3. Load items of clothing one at a time into the drum without overflowing
it. 4. Add liquid (or powder) detergent, softener and/or bleach (if necessary) to the appropriate compartments. See pages 25-27. 5. Close the lid. 6. Use the cycle selector to select the appropriate cycle depending on the type of material: Normal, Heavy Debt, Colors/Dark, Towels, Children's Clothing, Deep Pure (WA50F9A7D), Sanitize
(WA50F9A8D), Bedding, Clean CycleTM, Permian Press, Active Clothing, Delicatessen/Hand Wash, Wool, Fast Wash, Spin. The relevant indicators will be highlighted on the dashboard. 7. At this time, you can control the washing temperature, the number of rinse cycles, the speed of rotation, and the delay time by pressing the appropriate
option button. 8. Click start/pause on the loop selector and the washing will begin. The process indicator will be prepared and the remaining time of the cycle will appear on the display. Pause Option To remove or add laundry items, follow these steps: 1. Click Start/Pause to unlock the lid. The lid cannot be opened when the water is too hot.
2. Remove or add laundry items. 3. Close the lid and then press the Start/Pause button to restart the wash. If you have a baby lock, you should disable it first. See page 21. When the cycle is over: Once the full cycle is complete, the power automatically shuts down. 1. Open the lid. 2. Remove the underwear. 24 wash load laundry F900A
WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 24 2013-1-23 16:48:49 Detergent use your washer is designed to use high-efficiency (HE) detergents. WARNING 03 Wash Loads Laundry - For the best cleaning results, use high efficiency detergents such as Tide HE, Wisk HE, Cheer HE or Gain HE. High-efficiency detergents
contain foam suppressors that reduce or eliminate foam. When less foam is produced, the load drops more efficiently and the cleaning is maximised. Regular detergent is not recommended. Use only HE detergents. Reducing the amount of detergent can reduce the quality of cleaning. It is important to pre-treat stains, carefully sort by color
and soil level, and avoid overload. Brands are trademarks of their respective manufacturers. Features Automatic Dispenser Your Washer has separate compartments for dosing detergent and color-safe bleach and fabric softener. Add all laundry additives to your compartments before running the washer. The automatic dispenser should
always be in place before you start the puck. DO NOT open the automatic dispenser when your washer is running. Never exceed the manufacturer's recommendations when adding detergent. This compartment contains a liquid detergent for the main wash cycle, which to the load at the beginning of the cycle. If you use a powder detergent,
remove the liquid detergent from the detergent drawer. The washer will not distribute the powdered detergent from the liquid detergent compartment. Add the detergent to the automatic dispenser: 1. Open the dispenser box. 2. Load the recommended amount of liquid (or powder) detergent into the detergent before washing. 3. Close the box
slowly and smoothly to avoid spilling, splashing or prematurely dosing the contents. It is normal for a small amount of water to stay in the dispenser compartments at the end of the cycle. Liquid detergent compartment Do not put chlorine bleach in the dispenser drawer. Laundry load wash No. 25 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER
MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 25 2013-1-23 16:48:50 wash loads laundry loading liquid (or powder) detergent compartment 1. Pour the recommended amount of washing powder directly into the detergent compartment before starting the washer. Liquid detergent compartment 2. If you use color-safe bleach, add it with detergent to the
detergent compartment. When you add color-safe bleach with detergent, it is best if both laundry products are in the same form - liquid. When using a powder detergent, remove the liquid detergent compartment from the detergent drawer. The washer will not distribute the powdered detergent from the compartment of the liquid detergent.
Loading of bleach compartment (only liquid chlorine bleach) 1. Add chlorine bleach to the bleach compartment. DO NOT exceed the MAX FILL line. Bleacher Compartment - Avoid splashing or over-filling compartment. Your washer automatically distributes the bleach to the bath at the appropriate time. 2. The dispenser automatically dilutes
the liquid chlorine bleach before it reaches the wash load. Never pour undiluted liquid chlorine bleach directly onto the load or in the bath. It is a powerful chemical and can damage tissue, such as weakening fibers or loss of color if not used properly. If you prefer to use colored, non-chlorine bleach, add it to the appropriate detergent
compartment. DO NOT pour color-safe bleach into the bleach compartment. 26 wash load laundry F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 26 2013-1-23 16:48:50 Loading cloth softener compartment 1. Pour the recommended amount of softening of the liquid tissue into the softener. For small loads, use less than
one overhaul. Fabric softener compartment 03 wash loads laundry 2. Dilute the tissue softener with water until it reaches the MAX FILL in the compartment. 3. The dispenser automatically releases the liquid tissue softener at the appropriate time during the rinse cycle. - Use a softener only to soften the liquid tissue. DO NOT use Downy Ball
in the fabric softeners compartment with this washer. It will not add a tissue softener at the appropriate time. Use compartment detergent. Don't use a softener a fabric that is too sticky, since it can't mix with water enough. Enough. Brands are trademarks of their respective manufacturers. Washing the load of laundry No. 27 F900A
WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 27 2013-1-23 16:48:50 maintaining your wash cleaning external to turn off the water faucets after the end of the washing day. This will cut off the water supply to your washer and prevent the unlikely possibility of damage from getting out of the water. Leave the lid open to dry inside
your washer. Use a soft cloth to destroy all detergent, bleach or other spills as they occur. Clean the following as recommended: Control panel - Clean with a soft damp cloth. Do not use abrasive powders or cleaning pads. Do not spray the cleaners directly on the panel. Clean the interior of your washer interior periodically to remove any dirt,
soil, odor, mold, mold, or bacterial residue that may remain in your washer as a result of washing clothes. Failure to comply with these instructions can lead to unpleasant conditions, including odors and/or permanent stains on the washing or laundry. If necessary, you can remove the deposits of solid water. Use washer safe cleaners.
Storage of wash machines can be damaged if water is not removed from hoses and internal components before storage. Prepare the storage washer as follows: Choose a quick wash cycle and add bleach to the automatic dispenser. Run the puck through the loop without loading. Turn off the taps and turn off the entrance hoses. Disconnect
the puck from the electrical socket and leave the puck lid open so that the air circulates inside the drum. If your washer was stored at temperatures below zero, allow time for the water residue in your washer to thaw before use. Keeping the top cover and front frame, do not place heavy or sharp objects or washing box on the washing
machine. They can scratch or damage the top cover of the device. Since the entire washing machine has a high-gloss finish, the surface can be scratched or damaged. Avoid scratching or damaging the surface when using a washing machine. 28 Maintenance of the F900A puck WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 28
2013-1-23 16:48:50 Cleaning dispenser Automatic dispenser may need to be periodically cleaned due to the accumulation of laundry additives. 1. Pull the dispenser box straight back until it stops. 04 Maintenance puck 2. Tilt the dispenser box up and remove it. 3. Remove the inserts from 3 compartments. Rinse the inserts and a box of warm
water to remove traces of accumulated laundry products. 4. To clean the opening drawer, use a small, non-metallic brush to clean the recess. Remove all residues from the top and bottom of the recess. 5. Return the inserts to the corresponding compartments and replace the box. the rail  on top of the rail section (Tilt the dispenser box
down and insert it.) and then pushing the box firmly and slowly. Maintaining your washer No.29 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 29 2013-1-23 16:48:51 Maintaining your washer Clean CycleTM Clean Cycle is a self-cleaning cycle that removes mold that can occur inside the washing machine. WA50F9A8D 1.
Click the power button. 2. Choose Pure CycleTM. Once the Pure CycleTM course has been selected, the only feature that can be installed is to start the delay. 3. Click Start/Pause. If you press the Start/Pause button, a clean loop begins. WA50F9A7D- WA50F9A6D - Using a clean loop, you can clean the drum without using a cleanser.
WARNING - Never use Pure Cycle when the laundry is in the washing machine. This can cause damage to the laundry or problems with the washing machine. The function of the clean cycle indicator auto-instructor - if the clean cycle burns after washing, it indicates that the bath (drum) is required. In this case, remove the laundry from the
washing machine, turn on the power and clean the drum, starting Pure Cycle. If you don't run Pure Cycle, the Net CycleTM indicator shuts down. However, the Net CycleTM indicator will be prepared again after two steams. The Clean Cycle does not work at the moment will not cause problems with the washing machine. Although the Pure
Cycle auto instructor appears once a month or so, the frequency may vary depending on the number of times the washing machine is used. 30 Maintenance puck F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 30 2013-1-23 16:48:52 Troubleshooting Check these decisions if your washer ... PROBLEM SOLUTION will not
begin. Make sure the lid is closed. Make sure the water source faucets are open. Don't forget to press the Start/Pause button to get started with the puck. Make sure the child's lock is not activated. See page 21. Before your washer starts to fill up, it will make a series of clicking noises to check the lock cover and do a quick drain. Check the
fuse or reset the switch has no water or not enough water. 05 Troubleshooting - Make sure your washer is connected. Straighten the hoses for the water entrance. Turn off the hoses and clean the screens. The hose filter screens can be clogged. has a detergent left in the automatic dispenser after the washing cycle is over. vibrates or is too
noisy. Make sure your washer works with enough water pressure. Make sure your washer is set at surface level. If the surface is not single-level, adjust the feet of the washer to level the appliance. Make sure your washer doesn't touch any other object. Make sure the laundry load is balanced. Stops - Connect the power cord to the live
Outlet. Check the fuse or reset the switch. Close the lid and click Start/Pause Start/Pause Your puck. For your safety, your washer will not rotate if the lid is closed. Before your washer starts to fill up, it will make a series of clicking noises to check the lock cover and do a quick drain. There may be a pause or soaking period in the cycle. Wait,
and it could start. Check the screens on the input hoses on the faucets for obstacles. Clean the screens periodically. troubleshooting No.31 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 31 2013-1-23 16:48:52 PROBLEM SOLUTION fills in the wrong water temperature. Turn on both taps completely. Make sure the
temperature is the right choice. Make sure the hoses are connected to the right faucets. Flushing water lines. Turn off the hoses and clean the screens. The hose filter screens can be connected. When the washer is filled, the water temperature can change as the automatic temperature control function checks the incoming water temperature.
It is ok. While your washer is filling up, you may notice only hot and/or just cold water running through the dispenser when you choose a cold or warm wash temperature. This is a normal function of automatic temperature control as your washer determines the temperature of the water. Lid is blocked or will not open. Click Start/Pause to stop
the puck. It may take a few minutes for the lid to be locked to disconnect. does not deplete and/or does not rotate. Check the fuse or reset the switch. Straighten the drainage hoses. Remove the hoses. If there is a drain limit, call the service. Close the lid and click Start/Pause. For your safety, your washer will not rotate if the lid is closed. the
load is too wet at the end of the cycle. - Use a high speed of rotation. - Use a high-together detergent to reduce excessive foaming. The load is too small. Very small loads (one or two items) can become unbalanced and not twist completely. water leakage. Make sure all the hose connections are tight. Make sure the end of the drainage hose
is properly inserted and fixed to the drainage system. - Avoid overload. - Use high-acting to prevent excessive foaming. has excessive foam. - Use a high-linking detergent to prevent excessive foaming. Reduce the amount of soft water detergent, small or slightly contaminated loads. A non-HE detergent is not recommended. It smells like it.
Check your detergent. Excessive foams are collected in nooks and crannies and cause mold. - Start cleaning cycles periodically to disinfect the machine. (Silver care or disinfect cycle or clean cycle) - Dry out the interior of the washer after the full cycle is complete. 32 F900A troubleshooting WASH_WA50F_USER 32 2013-1-23 16:48:52
Puck Information Codes can display information codes to help you understand what's going on with your puck better. Better. Symbol SOLUTION Water Level Sensor does not work properly. Call the service. Your puck tried to fill, but to no avail. Make sure the water faucets are open all the way. Check for hoses. Check the input screens on
the hoses filling. If you are using a flood safety device, please remove the device and plug in the water hoses directly to the device. Check if the hot water hose is connected you have to plug in the hot water hose because the hot water comes with an automatic temperature control feature (A.T.C.). Your puck doesn't deplete. This can also
mean that the device feels a slight clogging during the drain. Do the following: 05 MEANING 1) Turn off the device and turn it on again. 2) Choose only a spin cycle. 3) Press the Start/pause button to drain the water. If it's still not depleting, call the service. Your washer tried to fill but did not reach the proper water level. Call the service. An
unbalanced load prevented your puck from spinning. Redistribute the load, click Start/Pause. Lid is open when the puck is running. Close the lid tightly and restart the cycle. If the code reappears, call the service. Your puck couldn't lock the lid. Close the lid tightly and restart the cycle. If the code reappears, call the service. The door won't
open. Make sure the lid is firmly closed. Press the power button to turn off the puck and then turn it on again. If the code reappears, call the service. Stuck key. The call to service the motor is not working properly. Restart the cycle by clicking the Start/Pause button. If the code reappears, call the service. Communication error between SUB
PBA and MAIN PBA Call for Service. Troubleshooting No.33 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 33 2013-1-23 16:48:54 CODE MEANING SYMBOL SOLUTION Mems sensor problem. Call the service. The problem is with the temperature sensor. Restart the cycle. If the code reappears, call the service. The
malfunction is detected in the water level sensor. Call for service This occurs when the temperature exceeds 50, for more than 8 seconds in the wool and delicacy course. Call the service When the clutch position cannot be detected. Call to the service After the clutch position of the call for the service is detected, if the signal of the clutch hall
goes wrong, there is an error. For any codes not listed above, call 1-800-726-7864 (1-800-SAMSUNG) 34 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 34 2013-1-23 16:48:55 Appendix Fabric Care Chart Wash Cycle Special Instructions Warning Symbols for Laundering Normal Dry Lines /Hang to Dry Not Wash
Permanent Press / Wrinkles Control Drip Dry Not Wring Gentle / Delicatessen Dry Flat Not Wash Hands Heat Setting Don't Fall Dry High No Steam (Added to Iron) Hot Wednesday Not Iron Warm Low Cold Any Warm Dry Clean Clean Bleacher (if necessary) iron-dry or steam temperature dry dry line dry / hang on dry only nonchloric (color-
safe) bleach (if necessary) High Drip Dry Dry Cycle medium dry dry low for machine washing wool. Loads should be under 8 pounds. Normal 06 app Following characters provide a direction of clothing care. Clothing care labels include symbols for washing, bleaching, drying and ironing, or dry cleaning when needed. The use of symbols
provides consistency among clothing manufacturers of domestic and imported goods. Follow the label care guidelines to maximize the life of clothing and reduce the problems of laundering. Permanent Press/Wrinkle Resistance/Wrinkle Management Gentle/Delicatessen - Point symbols represent the appropriate water wash temperatures for
various items. The temperature range for Hot is between 105 and 125 degrees Fahrenheit / 41 degrees Celsius, for Warm 85 - 105 F/ 29 - 41 C and for cold 60 - 85 F / 16 - 29 C. (The water temperature in the water should be at least 60 degrees Fahrenheit / 16 degrees Celsius to activate detergents and efficiently clean.) Clothes the washer
cannot provide these temperatures because the actual temperature of the water entering the washer depends on the water heater settings and regional water temperature. For example, cold water entering a home in the northern states in winter can be 40 degrees Fahrenheit /4 degrees Celsius, which is too cold for effective cleaning. In this
situation, you will need to adjust the water temperature by choosing a warm environment, adding some hot water to the MAX FILL line, or using the washer heating option if any. App No35 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 35 2013-1-23 16:48:55 Cycle Chart app Use this chart to set the best loop and options
for you laundry. WA50F9A6D (: factory environment, : selected) Temp Course functions. Spin H W EW C TC Normal      Heavy Debt  Colors /Darks EH H H M    Soil Level L NS H ▲ N L L L                                   Towels               
Baby Clothes                Bedding               Clean CycleTM  Permian Press     Active Wear Delicacies/Hand                   Wash                                         AquaJetTM Deep
Clean Signal Eco Plus My Cycle Delay Fabric Softener Extra Rinse Pre Soak Normal         Heavy Duty         Colors/Darks         Towels         Infant Wear        Постельные принадлежности        Чистый цикл TM   Пермская пресса        
Активная одежда         Деликатесы / Мытье рук      Быстрая стирка      Спин         Промыть спин  Temp. Спин почвы Уровень H: Горячий W: Теплый EW: Эко Теплый C : Холодный TC : Нажмите Холодный EH: Extra High H: High L: Низкий NS: Нет спина H: Тяжелый N:
Нормальный L: Свет 36 приложение F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 36 2013-1-23 16:48:55 WA50F9A7D (: завод настройки, : выбираемый) Функции Курс Temp. Спин W EW C TC Нормальный      Тяжелый долг  Цвета / Darks EH H M    Почвенный уровень L NS H ▲ N L  
                                Полотенца                Младенец носите                Deep Clean                Постельные принадлежности               Чистый цикл TM  Пермская
пресса         Активная одежда     Деликатесы /Hand Wash     Шерсть         Быстрый Мытье 06 приложение H   Spin Промыть спины                                            варианты курса AquaJetTM Deep Clean
AquaJetTM Деликатная стирка Эко Плюс Мой цикл Задержка Начало Ткань Смягчитель Дополнительные промыть Предварительно замочить Нормальный        Тяжелый долг        Цвета / Темные        Полотенца        Младенец носить        Deep Чистая    
        Постельные принадлежности Чистый цикл TM  Пермской прессы        Active Wear            Delicates/Hand Wash  Wool     Быстрая стирка     спина       промыть спину  Temp. Спин почвы Уровень H : Горячий W: Теплый EW: Эко Теплый C :
Холодный TC : Нажмите Холодный EH: Extra High H: High M: Средний L: Низкий NS: Нет спина H: Тяжелый N: Нормальный L: Легкий аппендикс No 37 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68 03133H_EN.indd 37 2013-1-23 16:48:56 WA50F9A8D ( : завод настройки, : выборный)
Функции Курс Temp. EH Spin H W EW C TC Normal     Heavy Duty          Colors/Darks Towels Infant Wear Sanitize Bedding  Pure CycleTM  Perm Press  H ▲ N - L                                                          
                   H M                          Soil Level NS EH L         Active Wear     Delicates/Hand Wash     Wool                      Quick Wash   Spin Rinse+Spin           Options
Course AquaJetTM AquaJetTM Deep Clean Delicate Wash Eco Plus My Cycle Delay Start Fabric Softener Extra Rinse Pre Soak Normal        Heavy Duty        Colors/Darks        Towels        Infant Wear                   Sanitize Bedding Pure CycleTM  Perm
Press        Active Wear        Delicates/Hand Wash     Wool     Fast Wash     Spin       Rinse-Spin   Temp. Spin Soil Level EH: Extra Hot H: Hot W: Warm EW: Eco Warm C : Cold TC : Cold Tap EH: Extra High H: High M: Medium L: Low NS: No Spin H: Heavy N: Normal L: Light
38 F900 App A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 38 2013-1-23 16:48:56 App Help the Environment - Do not exceed the number of detergents recommended in the instructions of detergent manufacturers. - Use products to remove stains and bleaches before the wash cycle only if necessary. Saving water and
electricity only by washing full loads (the exact amount depends on the program used). 06 Appendix - Your washer is made of recyclable materials. If you decide to dispose of it, please follow local waste management rules. Turn off the power cord so that the device is not connected to the power source. Remove the lid so that animals and
young children can not get trapped inside the device. Declaration of Compliance This device corresponds to UL2157. SPECIFICATION TYPE TOP WINNER WASHER DIV inches (see) 44.7 (113.6) A. Height B. Width 27.0 (68.6) C. Height with open lid 58.1 (147.5) D. Depth 29.3 (74.4) WATER PRESSURE 20-116 psi (137-800 kPa)
WEIGHT 66.0 kg (144.0 lb lb lb) SPIN REVOLUTION POWER CONSUMPTION 1100 rpm WASHING 120 V 120 V 700 W SPIN 120 V 400 W DRAIN 120 v 80 W App No39 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 39 2013-1-23 16:48:56 warranty (USA) SAMSUNG WASHER LIMITED WARRANTY TO ORIGINAL
PURCHASER This samsung brand product is supplied and distributed by SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS AMERICA, INC. (SAMSUNG) and supplied new, in the original box for the original consumer buyer, is justified by SAMSUNG against manufacturing defects in materials and manufacturing for a limited warranty period : One (1) year part
and labor, two (2) years Control Board Parts, Three (3) years stainless bath, ten (10) Washing Motor Part This limited warranty starts from the original purchase date and is only valid for products purchased and used in the U.S. To obtain a warranty service, the buyer must contact SAMSUNG to determine the problem and the maintenance
procedure. Guarantee service can be performed only in the authorized service center SAMSUNG. The original dated sale account must be submitted on request as proof of purchase to the authorized service center SAMSUNG or SAMSUNG. SAMSUNG will provide home-based services for free, subject to availability within the contiguous
United States. Home service is not available in all areas. To get a service at home, the product must be unobstructed and accessible to the agent service. If the service is not available, SAMSUNG may decide to provide a transportation of the product to and from the authorized service center. SAMSUNG will repair, replace or return this
product of our choice and free of charge, as provided in this document, with new or restored parts or products if it is found to be defective for the limited warranty period specified above. All replaced parts and products become the property of SAMSUNG and must be returned to SAMSUNG. Spare parts and products involve the remaining
initial warranty, or ninety (90) days, depending on what is longer. This limited warranty applies to the production defects of materials and manufacturing that are encountered in the normal, non-commercial use of this product, and does not apply to the following: the damage that occurs during shipment; Delivery and installation Applications
and uses for which this product was not intended; Changed product numbers or serial numbers Cosmetic damage or exterior finish; accidents, abuse, neglect, fire, water, lightning or other actions of nature or God; Use of products, equipment, systems, utilities, spare parts, accessories, accessories, applications, installations, repairs, external
wiring or connectors not supplied or authorized by SAMSUNG that damage or lead to maintenance problems; improper voltage of the electric line, vibrations and jumps; Customer adjustments and non-compliance with the operating, maintenance and environmental regulations that are covered and prescribed in the instructions book;
Removing and reinstalling the product problems caused by pest infestation. This limited warranty does not cover problems arising from improper electrical current, voltage or supply, light bulbs, home fuse, home wiring, service call costs for инструкций или исправления ошибок установки. SAMSUNG не гарантирует бесперебойную или
безошибочную работу продукта. 40приложение F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 40 2013-1-23 16:48:56 EXCEPT AS SET FORTH HEREIN, THERE NO WARRANTIES ON THIS PRODUCT EITHER EXPRESS ИЛИ IMPLIED, И SAMSUNG DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES INCLUDING, НО НЕ
ЛИМИТЕД К, ЛЮБЫЕ ВЕДОМОСТИ ВЕДОМОСТИ TRADING, INFRINGEMENT OR SUITABILITY FOR A SPECIFIC PURPOSE. NO GUARANTEE OR GUARANTEE PROVIDED BY ANY PERSON, FIRM OR CORPORATION FOR THIS PRODUCT IS REQUIRED BY SAMSUNG. SAMSUNG IS NOT LIABLE FOR LOSS OF REVENUE
OR PROFIT, INABILITY TO REALIZE SAVINGS OR OTHER BENEFITS, OR ANY OTHER SPECIAL, ACCIDENTAL OR INDIRECT LOSSES CAUSED BY THE USE, ABUSE OR INABILITY TO USE THIS PRODUCT, REGARDLESS OF THE LEGAL THEORY ON WHICH THE CLAIM IS BASED, OR EVEN IF SAMSUNG HAS BEEN
INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. NOR SHOULD THERE BE A RECOVERY OF ANY KIND AGAINST SAMSUNG GOING TO BE MORE THAN THE PURCHASE PRICE OF A PRODUCT SOLD BY SAMSUNG AND CAUSING ALLEGED DAMAGE. WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, THE BUYER ASSUMES
ALL RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE LOSS, DAMAGE OR DAMAGE TO THE PROPERTY OF THE BUYER AND THE BUYER, AS WELL AS TO OTHERS AND THEIR PROPERTY ARISING FROM THE USE, MISUSE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PRODUCT. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY DOES NOT APPLY TO ANYONE OTHER
THAN THE ORIGINAL BUYER OF THIS PRODUCT, IS NOT UNTRANSLATABLE AND DECLARES YOUR EXCLUSIVE REMEDY. Some states do not allow restrictions on how long an implied warranty lasts, or the exclusion or limitation of accidental or indirect losses, so the above restrictions or exceptions may not apply to you. This
warranty gives you specific rights and you can also have other rights that vary from state to state. To obtain a warranty service, please contact SAMSUNG by phone: Samsung Electronics America, Inc. 85 Challenger Road Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660 1-800-SAMSUNG (726-7864) www.samsung.com Service Engineer Visits to explain
features, maintenance or installations are not covered by warranty. Please contact your samsung agent calling for help in any of these issues. guarantee No.41 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 41 2013-1-23 16:48:56 warranty (CANADA) SAMSUNG WASHER LIMITED WARRANTY TO PURCHASE
ORIGINALR This SAMSUNG brand is supplied and distributed by SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS, CANADA INC. (SAMSUNG) and supplied new, in the original box for the original consumer buyer, is justified by SAMSUNG against manufacturing defects in materials and manufacturing for a limited warranty period : One (1) year part and labor,
ten (10) years washing engine part This limited warranty begins with the original purchase date, and is only valid for products purchased and used in Canada. To obtain a warranty service, the buyer must contact SAMSUNG to determine the problem and the maintenance procedure. Guarantee service can only be performed in SAMSUNG
Service Center. The original dated sale account must be submitted on request as proof of purchase to the authorized service center SAMSUNG or SAMSUNG. SAMSUNG will provide home-based services for free during the warranty period, subject to availability in Canada. Home service is not available in all areas. To get a service at home,
the product must be unobstructed and accessible to the agent service. If the service is not available, SAMSUNG may decide to provide a transportation of the product to and from the authorized service center. SAMSUNG will repair, replace or return this product of our choice and free of charge, as provided in this document, with new or
restored parts or products if it is found to be defective for the limited warranty period specified above. All replaced parts and products become the property of SAMSUNG and must be returned to SAMSUNG. Spare parts and products involve the remaining initial warranty, or ninety (90) days, depending on what is longer. This limited warranty
applies to the production defects of materials and manufacturing that are encountered in the normal, non-commercial use of this product, and does not apply to the following: the damage that occurs during shipment; Delivery and installation Applications and uses for which this product was not intended; Changed product numbers or serial
numbers Cosmetic damage or exterior finish; accidents, abuse, neglect, fire, water, lightning or other actions of nature or God; Use of products, equipment, systems, utilities, spare parts, accessories, accessories, applications, installations, repairs, external wiring or connectors not supplied or authorized by SAMSUNG that damage or lead to
maintenance problems; improper voltage of the electric line, vibrations and jumps; Customer adjustments and non-compliance with the operating, maintenance and environmental regulations that are covered and prescribed in the instructions book; Removing and reinstalling the product problems caused by pest infestation. This limited
warranty does not cover problems arising from improper electrical current, voltage or feed, light bulbs, home fuses, home wiring, service call costs to receive instructions or fix installation errors. SAMSUNG does not guarantee the smooth or unmistakable operation of the product. 42 F900A Warranty WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-
03133H_EN.INDD 42 2013-1-23 16:48:56 EXCEPT AS SET FORTH HEREIN, THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES ON THIS PRODUCT EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND SAMSUNG DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED, ANY IMPLIED GUARANTEE MERCHANT, BREAKING OR FITNESS FOR A
SPECIFIC PURPOSE. NO GUARANTEE OR GUARANTEE PROVIDED BY ANY PERSON, FIRM OR CORPORATION FOR THIS PRODUCT IS REQUIRED BY SAMSUNG. SAMSUNG IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR LOSS OF REVENUE OR PROFITS, INABILITY TO IMPLEMENT SAVINGS OR OTHER OR ANY OTHER SPECIAL,
ACCIDENTAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGE CAUSED BY THE USE, ABUSE OR INABILITY TO USE THIS PRODUCT, REGARDLESS OF THE LEGAL THEORY ON WHICH THE CLAIM IS BASED, AND EVEN IF SAMSUNG HAS BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. SHOULDN'T A RECOVERY OF ANY KIND
AGAINST SAMSUNG BE MORE IN VALUE THAN THE PURCHASE PRICE PRICE SOLD BY SAMSUNG AND CAUSING ALLEGED DAMAGE. WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, THE BUYER ASSUMES ALL RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE LOSS, DAMAGE OR DAMAGE TO THE PROPERTY OF THE BUYER AND THE
BUYER, AS WELL AS TO OTHERS AND THEIR PROPERTY ARISING FROM THE USE, MISUSE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PRODUCT. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY DOES NOT APPLY TO ANYONE OTHER THAN THE ORIGINAL BUYER OF THIS PRODUCT, IS NOT UNTRANSLATABLE AND DECLARES YOUR EXCLUSIVE
REMEDY. Some provinces do not allow restrictions on how long the implied warranty lasts, or exceptions or limitation of accidental or indirect losses, so the above restrictions or exceptions may not apply to you. This guarantee gives you specific rights and you can also have other rights that vary from province to province. To obtain a
warranty service, please contact SAMSUNG at: Samsung Electronics Canada Inc., Customer Service 55 Standish Court Mississauga, Ontario L5R 4B2 Canada 1-800-SAMSUNG (726-7864) www.samsung.com/ca www.samsung.com/ca_fr (French) Visit by a Service Engineer to explain features, maintenance or installation is not covered by
the warranty. Please contact your samsung agent calling for help in any of these issues. warranty No43 F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 43 2013-1-23 16:48:56 Scanning this with a smartphone FACE OR COMMENTS? Country CALL U.S.A 1-800-SAMSUNG (726-7864) CANADA 1-800-SAMSUNG (726-
7864) MEXICO 01-800-SAMSUNG (726-7864) or VISIT US ONLINE AT www.samsung.com www.samsung.com/ca www.samsung.com/ca_fr(French) www.samsung.com Code No. THE DC68-03133H_EN Service Engineer Visits to explain functions, maintenance or installations are not covered by a warranty. Please contact your samsung
agent calling for help in any of these issues. F900A WASH_WA50F_USER MANUAL_DC68-03133H_EN.indd 44 2013-1-23 16:48:57 16:48:57 samsung vrt steam washer owners manual
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